Every day, more jobs become dependent on Information & Communication Technology (ICT) skills.
Government services, banking and even social lives are managed more easily by those who know their way round a computer or
smart phone.
Although Skills for Life is now being referred to as "English & Maths", digital learning and ICT remains as important as ever. (Source
Unionlearn)
Step 1 - Checking your level
If you haven't already Let's get you started, go back and take our ICT Assessment
We have designed this set of 10 questions to help you engage with ICT, providing both an initial assessment and a way to encourage further learning.
There are lots of online/distance learning courses available to help you with this subject and the majority are FREE! The following are just a selection of those

available online.
Microsoft Excel 2013

Learn to navigate and explore the menu bar. Work on sample spreadsheets to do simple adding and deleting of columns and rows, present your data
visually to show trends, patterns and comparisons.
Course Duration: 6 to 10 hours

Microsoft Word 2013 - Beginner Online Training Course

Learn how to use the ribbon, quick access toolbar and mini toolbar, as well as helpful shortcut features like Find and Replace. You will be able to format
your documents by changing fonts, sizes, borders, shading and using bullets and paragraphs properly.
Course Duration: 5 to 6 hours

Microsoft PowerPoint 2013 for Beginners - Create Amazing Presentations

Starting with the basics, you’ll discover how to work with the colorful new PowerPoint 2013 templates and to design your won backgrounds from scratch.
You’ll learn about autocorrect and proofing before moving onto templates headers footers and formatting such as bulleted lists.
Course Duration: 3 to 4 hours

For these or any other specific course/s you are looking for, fill out

Learn with Aegis Contact Form on our website.

